Minutes of the Joint Legislative Oversight Committee
March 12, 2012
Capitol Auditorium
Boise, Idaho

Co-chair Representative Cliff Bayer called the meeting to order at 4:07 p.m. Attending the
meeting were Senators Elliot Werk (co-chair), Jim Hammond, and Dean Mortimer, and
Representatives Maxine Bell and Elaine Smith. Also present were Rakesh Mohan, director,
Margaret Campbell, administrative coordinator, and other OPE staff.
Co-chair Bayer welcomed the audience, including:
Senators Monty Pearce and Tim Corder
Representatives Dell Raybould, Marv Hagedorn, John Rusche, and Christy Perry
Brandon Woolf, chief of staff, Office of the State Controller
Richard Armstrong, director, Department of Health and Welfare
Curt Fransen, director, Department of Environmental Quality
Brian Oakey, deputy director, and George Robinson, division administrator, Department of
Agriculture
Daniel John, tax policy administrator, Idaho Tax Commission
Mark Little, administrator, Division of Purchasing
Vicki Tokita, administrator, Division of Human Resources
APPROVAL OF FEBRUARY 27, 2012, MINUTES
Senator Hammond moved to approve the minutes of the February 27, 2012, meeting.
Representative Smith seconded the motion, and it passed unanimously by voice vote.
TOPIC SELECTION
Mr. Mohan introduced eight requests for evaluation. He had assigned each request a number that
corresponded with project size and indicated that the staff could take up to 12 points in requests.
•

Best practices for state contract management (project size 2)—best practices could help
the state develop a strong framework for contract development and management as well as
vendor management, particularly since the state may be contracting soon for projects such
as K–12 technology, Medicaid managed care, and health insurance exchange for Medicaid
readiness. The study was requested by Representatives John Rusche, Fred Wood, and Jeff
Thompson.

•

Analysis and comparison of Idaho’s tax rates with other states (project size 2)—an
independent, objective comparison would help the Senate Local Government Committee
determine whether Idaho can compete with other states in attracting companies. The study
was requested by Senator Tim Corder, on behalf of the Senate Local Government and
Taxation Committee. Representative Ringo and Senator Werk asked questions about an
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analysis of Idaho’s tax rates. Mr. Mohan said that evaluators would likely develop a
checklist that policymakers could use when comparing taxes for Idaho and other states
because taxes and tax rates vary among states.
•

State employee compensation models and employment barriers (project size 3)—the
state had lost a number of positions and a number of employees in the past four years.
Some employees left for higher paying jobs in the private sector. A study could help the
state retain employees. The study was requested by JFAC members Senator Joyce
Broadsword and Representatives Marv Hagedorn, Wendy Jaquet, and Shirley Ringo.

•

Impact of EPA’s control and oversight of DEQ water programs (project size 3)—a
study could identify impacts to state sovereignty and control of its water resources, as well
as the fiscal impacts and burdens on Idaho businesses and citizens. The study had been
amended into two parts: an initial study would include the first three questions from the
request plus applicable parts of question six. After the initial study was completed, JLOC
could determine whether an additional study was needed to answer questions four and five
with applicable parts of question six. Also, the initial study would help OPE determine the
extent to which consultants would be needed to complete the second part. The study was
requested by Speaker Lawerence Denney, Senators Monty Pearce and Jeff Siddoway, and
Representatives Dell Raybould and Ken Andrus.

•

Legislative oversight and coordination of state‐funded technology infrastructure
(project size 2)—a study could determine whether the Legislature has appropriate
oversight and whether planning and coordination exist to prevent duplicate efforts and
ensure all areas of the state have access to the technology structure. The study was
requested by Senate Finance Committee vice chair Senator Shawn Keough.

•

State law and policy comparisons for traditional and charter public schools (project
size 2)—a study could look at the differences and outcomes in statute, funding of facilities,
and auditing standards between traditional schools and charter schools. The study was
requested by Senate Finance Committee vice chair Senator Shawn Keough.

•

Teacher recruitment, attrition, and retention in the state’s K–12 public schools
(project size 3)—a study could identify challenges and opportunities for recruitment and
project future needs for educators. Through an amendment to the request from Senator
Hammond, the study could also report on class size variations. The study was requested by
Senator John Goedde, on behalf of the Senate Education Committee.

•

Foster care program of the Department of Health and Welfare (project size 3)—a
study would look at the policies and procedures for placing children into and removing
them from foster care. The study was requested by Representatives Mike Moyle and
Christy Perry.

Senator Stennett and Representative Ringo joined the meeting in progress.
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Senator Werk asked to direct a question to Senator Hammond. He asked whether the amendment
to the teacher recruitment request was vetted through the Senate Education Committee. Senator
Hammond said the request was vetted through the committee chair. Senator Werk asked whether
the student-teacher ratio was complementary to a study of attrition. Senator Hammond said a
study of teacher attrition could look at the actual size of the classes, which may affect teacher
retention. A student-teacher ratio measured the number of students in the district relative to the
number of certified staff—but did not reflect actual class sizes.
Co-chair Bayer invited Senator Tim Corder to speak to his request. Senator Corder said the
Senate Local Government and Taxation Committee had heard from many organizations that
particular Idaho taxes were higher than in other states, and consequently, Idaho companies could
not be competitive. Idaho had never had the ability to weight all taxes and compare them with
other states’ weighted taxes. He said he was requesting an analysis and comparison of Idaho’s
tax rates with other states for committee use in making informed policy decisions.
Senator Hammond asked what the Local Government Committee would get from an evaluation
that it did not get from publications showing Idaho’s tax comparisons. Senator Hammond also
questioned whether an evaluation would be able to identify exemptions relative to other states.
Senator Corder said the publications compared a few taxes, but the taxes were not weighted. By
weighted, he gave an example—was the value of Idaho’s homeowner’s exemption the same in a
state that did not have a sales tax? An evaluation may not provide all the answers, but it may help
him frame the right questions.
Senator Hammond said that perhaps the committee needed templates for good sound tax policy
by which it could measure different exemption requests or tax policy issues and decide whether a
particular issue fit long-term goals. Senator Corder agreed and said the real heart of the issue was
that Idaho needed to show consistency in the application of tax policy. Future considerations of
tax policy would benefit from a template, which could produce a consistent, synergic, and
systemic nature of good tax policy.
Representative Ringo said that when considering tax policy, policymakers should consider how
they value certain needs of the state. She cited an example of JFAC taking a perceived need to
the Revenue and Taxation Committee to address. She said she understood Senator Corder to say
that policymakers should live within the means defined in tax policy. She suggested setting
revenue according to what policymakers’ value. Senator Corder said that good sound tax policy
was the basis of budgetary policy. He talked about policies passed by germane committees that
were never funded, and indicated that policies had been passed because the state did not have a
long-term tax policy in place.
Senator Werk asked whether OPE staff were capable of providing a relative value system. Mr.
Mohan said he did not know much about the subject matter but hoped to provide a checklist for
germane committees to consider when examining tax policies. He said he would also create a
template that considered relative value. The office had the capacity to do much of the work inhouse with a small amount of expert consulting.
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Co-chair Bayer invited Representative John Rusche to speak to his request. Representative
Rusche said the state had experienced high cost initiatives for contracts that did not turn out as
envisioned. In retrospect, many aspects of contract management could have been done better.
The Oversight Committee had released several reports on the lessons learned from contracts that
had not used a standard approach and had not been written or managed well. He met with the
Department of Administration to understand the standard way of developing an RFP with
appropriate expertise. However, he found that the department was only charged with making
sure the public bidding process followed law—the departments were on their own for developing
and managing contracts. This process did not assure a standardized appropriate contracting
method. He was interested in a checklist for developing state contracts, particularly large
contracts, that assured expertise, checkpoints, deliverables, and incentives were included in the
contract, protecting the state and ensuring that underperformance was not paid.
Co-chair Bayer invited Representative Marv Hagedorn to speak to his request. He said all the
sponsors of this request were from JFAC. During budget hearings, departments told JFAC that
they could not promote or keep technically skilled or experienced employees in their jobs at the
current rate of pay. From a high-level perspective, every department was gaming the system to
keep good employees by moving them from a technical position to a supervisory or management
position with higher pay. The state had apparent roadblocks in the Hays Group method or the
employee management system; department heads could not use either approach to meet
requirements and keep salaries competitive. Although departments did not receive a CEC last
year; they returned $17 million that was earmarked for employee compensation. The money
could have been used to increase the pay of snowplow drivers who were on food stamps and
nurses with special technical skills or scientists at DEQ who were leaving for a 33 percent
increase in salary.
Representative Ringo said that after four years of revenue challenges, the state had reached a
point of life support. Idaho Codes outlined how employees should be compensated, particularly
those who were performing. This compensation had not been occurring, and in addition,
employees were forced to take furloughs. She referred to the Compa Ratio provided with the
request that shows the ratio of what the state actually compensated compared with policy. When
the ratio was 80 percent or below, the state was not doing its job well. An evaluation would
identify barriers to recovery, options for recovery, the number of positions lost in the past four
years, and the number of employees leaving for higher paying positions.
Co-chair Bayer invited Senator Monty Pearce to speak to his request. Senator Pearce said water
in Idaho was sacred. The objectives, priorities, and requirements of Idaho water policy were
established by standards, impairment determinations, and the establishment of total maximum
daily loads. Each of these areas was subject to oversight and control by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), creating a situation where EPA had more influence in setting water
quality policy than Idahoans. Many believe that managing Idaho’s water was most cost-effective
and best protected by state and local officials working collaboratively with local communities
and stakeholders.
Representative Dell Raybould said he believed the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)
had a better opportunity to serve Idaho than the EPA. DEQ had developed into a consumer-
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friendly department, and the public had turned to the department for problem solving. For that
reason, DEQ, in cooperation with local governments and citizens of the state who were water
users, had a better ability to keep water quality at standards that Idaho expected. An evaluation
could review six issues to provide Idaho with background information, to coordinate efforts with
EPA, and to give DEQ primacy over administering Idaho’s water.
Co-chair Bayer confirmed with Representative Raybould that an initial evaluation could look at
the first three issues and the sixth issue as it related to the first three. Representative Raybould
said that approach was acceptable to the requestors.
Senator Hammond said that Senate Concurrent Resolution 116 passed out of the Environment,
Energy, and Technology Committee seeking primacy and a joint task force to work with DEQ to
assume primacy on water issues. Why would policymakers also need an evaluation?
Representative Raybould said the resolution was about the NPDES permitting process; it did not
address several fundamental aspects of Idaho’s water quality policy. The JLOC request would
look at the other water quality problems and administrative guidelines needed in Idaho.
Senator Hammond said he understood that when Idaho assumes primacy, it would be over any
clean water act permitting that was now done by EPA, making the effort duplicative. If the task
force meets this summer and generates a route to fund primacy—it would be a faster route than
an evaluation. Representative Raybould said he understood the resolution only addressed
NPDES. He suggested that JLOC look at the senate concurrent resolution (SCR) and analyze it
to see whether the other water quality problems were covered. Senator Pearce said the request for
evaluation was a different issue than the resolution—the evaluation would not interfere with the
SCR. He said the requestors needed the evaluation part to get eventual control.
Co-chair Bayer noted that Senator Keough was not in attendance to address her requests, but the
committee had heard from her at the last meeting. Senator Geodde was not in attendance to
address his request, so Co-chair Bayer asked whether Senator Hammond had any comments.
Senator Hammond said he did not have any follow-up and when opened to the members, they
did not further discuss the request.
Co-chair Bayer invited Representative Christy Perry to speak to her request. Representative
Perry said she was not targeting one case but a multitude of cases in the foster care program. She
cited several examples of potential problems and indicated that she had discussed her concerns
with the department director. She said the director wanted to look at the program in light of her
concerns, and she would like OPE to conduct an evaluation because it would be neutral and
could look at the process and protocols. Taking a child out of a home was an action that was
almost irreparable in the trauma he or she experienced. Government had very few people who
could protect a child’s rights and it needed to make sure the protection was done correctly.
Senator Werk said the foster care request did not include a request for best practices.
Representative Perry said she supported looking at best practices, and Mr. Mohan said OPE often
looks at best practices when making a value judgment.
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Representative Bell asked about OPE’s estimation of the size of the request. Mr. Mohan said the
large estimation had to do with an exam of many case files in addition to reviewing all policies
and procedures.
Co-chair Bayer said the process of selecting topics would initially be started with a ballot from
all committee members. OPE would tally the ballots and then members could make motions for
topics with a cumulative value of 12 points. The motions could be comprehensive or individual
until the workload was appropriately defined. Members filled out their ballots and OPE
displayed the results. An attached spreadsheet provides the results.
Senator Werk moved to conduct an evaluation of the top five topics:
•
•
•
•
•

State employee compensation models and employment barriers
Best practices for state contract management
Analysis and comparison of Idaho’s tax rates with other states
State law and policy comparisons for traditional and charter public schools
Teacher recruitment, attrition, and retention in the state’s K–12 public schools

Senator Stennett seconded the motion.
Representative Bell offered a substitute motion to conduct an evaluation of the following
topics:
•
•
•
•
•

State employee compensation models and employment barriers
Best practices for state contract management
Analysis and comparison of Idaho’s tax rates with other states
State law and policy comparisons for traditional and charter public schools
Impacts of EPA control and oversight of DEQ water programs

Senator Mortimer seconded the substitute motion.
Representative Bell said she would have been happy with the original motion but the DEQ study
would give the committee a more rounded selection of topics. JLOC had done several
evaluations of public education and her motion would put a different type of topic in the mix.
Representative Ringo offered an amended substitute motion to conduct an evaluation of the
following topics:
•
•
•
•
•

State employee compensation models and employment barriers
Best practices for state contract management
Analysis and comparison of Idaho’s tax rates with other states
Impacts of EPA control and oversight of DEQ water programs
Legislative oversight and coordination of state-funded technology infrastructure

The amended substitute motion failed because it did not receive a second.
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Senator Hammond said he supported the original motion. As the author of the SCR, the issue,
assuming that it passes the House, will take care of the concerns expressed in the DEQ request.
He said he had worked with DEQ on the SCR and that was why he felt certain that the SCR
covered all the primacy water issues.
The substitute motion from Representative Bell to conduct an evaluation of DEQ instead of
teacher recruitment failed by roll call vote with Mortimer, Bell, Ringo, and Bayer voting
yes and Hammond, Stennett, Smith, and Werk voting no.
The original motion from Senator Werk to conduct an evaluation of the top five topics by
ballot vote passed by roll call vote with Hammond, Mortimer, Stennett, Bell, Smith, Ringo,
and Werk voting yes and Bayer voting no. The selected topics are state employee
compensation models and employment barriers; best practices for state contract
management; analysis and comparison of Idaho’s tax rates with other states; state law and
policy comparisons for traditional and charter public schools; and teacher recruitment,
attrition, and retention in the state’s K–12 public schools.
Mr. Mohan thanked the requestors for all the topics, indicating all were very good requests. He
said JLOC had made some tough decisions in its selection. The committee would meet one more
time during session to hear two follow-up reports. He hoped to present both reports on March 19.
The meeting adjourned at 5:25 p.m.
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